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Let cr, (T be the areas of the normal sections of the filament at any two points P, P. Let F, F' be the attractive forces at the same points. These forces act along the tangents at P, P' to the length of the filament and are supposed to be measured positively in the same direction along the arc.
Let us apply Gauss' theorem to the space enclosed by the filament and the two normal sections. Since the filament contains no attracting matter the total JAW of the attraction across the whole surface is zero. The flow across the sides of the tube is zero, because at each point the resultant force acts along the length of the tube. The fiow across the two normal sections must therefore be zero, hence F<r — F 'a = 0, that is Fa is constant for the same tube.
/ 128. Ex. 1. Let the attracting body be a sphere. The lines of force are by symmetry normals to the surface; the filaments are therefore conical surfaces of small angle. If r be the distance of P from the centre, ff=r^daj; hence Fr2 is constant along any line of force. Thus it follows at once that the force of attraction at any external point varies inversely as the square of its distance from the centre.
/Ex. 2.   If .Fbe the normal force at any point P of a level surface; p, p' the radii /of curvature of the principal sections and ds an element of the arc of a line of force
7<
at the same point P, then will — -~ — j --- h — =0.
Construct on the level surface an elementary rectangle PQSE such that the sides PQ, PR are elements of the lines of curvature at P. Let the tube of force having this rectangle as base intersect a neighbouring level surface in P'Q'S'R'. If <r, a-' are the areas of these rectangles and ds=PP\ we have by the properties of similar
figures
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If -F, F+dF be the forces at P, Pf, we know that Fff = (F+dF)ffft Art. 127. This immediately reduces to the required result. See Bertrand on isothermal surfaces, Liouville's J. 1844, vol. ix.
129. If two different bodies have equal potentials over the surface of any space not including any attracting matter, they have equal potentials throughout that space, and also at all external space which can be reached without passing through any of the attracting matter of either body.
For let the attraction of one of the bodies be changed into repulsion. Then the potential due to both bodies is zero over the surface of the given space. That is, the united potential is constant over the surface ; it is therefore also constant and zero throughout the enclosed space, and at all points of external space which can be reached without crossing any attracting matter;
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